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Qatari Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani,
another strong backer of Morsi, took to Twitter to say
“we received with deep sorrow the news of the sudden
death of former President Dr Mohamed Morsi”. “I
extend to his family and to the Egyptian people brother-
ly condolences,” he wrote.

Morsi spent just one turbulent year in office after the
2011 uprising. He was toppled in a military overthrow
after millions took to the streets demanding his resigna-
tion. The Islamist leader has been in prison since his
ouster on trial for several cases including for spying for
Iran, Qatar and militant groups such as Hamas in the
Gaza Strip. He was also accused of plotting terror acts.
He was sentenced to death in May 2015 for his role in
jailbreaks during the uprising that ousted his predeces-
sor, longtime autocrat Hosni Mubarak.

Since his overthrow on July 3, 2013, his former
defense minister and now president Sisi has waged an
ongoing crackdown targeting his supporters from the
Muslim Brotherhood with thousands jailed and hun-
dreds facing death sentences. Sarah Leah Whitson,
Human Rights Watch Middle East director, tweeted
“This is terrible but ENTIRELY predictable, given gov-

ernment failure to allow him adequate medical care”.
Other Brotherhood leaders have also died in custody.

The years following Morsi’s overthrow have seen a
surge in bombings and shootings targeting security
forces, particularly in the restive northern Sinai
Peninsula, a stronghold of the Islamic State group.
Morsi’s turbulent rule was marked by deep divisions in
Egyptian society, a crippling economic crisis and often-
deadly opposition protests.

Morsi was elected to power in 2012 in Egypt’s first
free presidential election, having been thrown into the
race at the last moment by the disqualification on a tech-
nicality of millionaire businessman Khairat Al-Shater, by
far the Brotherhood’s preferred choice. His victory
marked a radical break with the military men who had
provided every Egyptian leader since the overthrow of
the monarchy in 1952. Morsi promised a moderate
Islamist agenda to steer Egypt into a new democratic era
where autocracy would be replaced by transparent gov-
ernment that respected human rights and revived the
fortunes of a powerful Arab state long in decline.

But the euphoria that greeted the end of an era of
presidents who ruled like pharaohs did not last long.
The stocky, bespectacled man, born in 1951 in the dying
days of the monarchy, told Egyptians he would deliver
an “Egyptian renaissance with an Islamic foundation”.
Instead, he alienated millions who accused him of
usurping unlimited powers, imposing the Brotherhood’s
conservative brand of Islam and mismanaging the
economy, all of which he denied. — Agencies 
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After the animals were released during the fire, most
were recovered, but a few are still at large. “We freed
the animals because we didn’t want them to die. We
are stil l  looking for some 20-25 cats and dogs.

Hopefully, they are all safe and we might still find them
alive somewhere,” she added. 

Notably, a few days ago, animal lovers protested at
Irada Square in Kuwait City against the poisoning of
stray dogs. Reports and videos have appeared on
social media recently showing stray dogs dying after
ingesting poison allegedly left by personnel working
for the Public Authority of Agricultural Affairs and Fish
Resources. Animal shelters in Kuwait are mostly run by
NGOs and private individuals with minimal or no sup-
port from the authorities. Most of the shelters are
overburdened, especially during the summer, when
pets are abandoned by their travelling owners. 
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attraction for visitors -beaches themselves,” the
report warned. Theft of sand from beaches or coastal
dunes in Morocco is punishable by five years in prison. 

Siphoned away by donkey, delivery bike and large
trucks, the beaches are being stripped from north to
south, along a coastline that runs from the Mediterranean
Sea to the Atlantic. “On some beaches, the sand has near-
ly disappeared” in parts of the north, said an ecological
activist in Tangiers. “There has been enormous pressure
on the beaches of Tangiers because of real estate proj-
ects,” he said. To the south, the UNEP report noted, “sand
smugglers have transformed a large beach into a rocky
landscape” between Safi and Essaouira.

Activist Jawad points to “small scale looting, like here
in Mohammedia”. But “then there is the intensive and
structured trafficking by organized networks, operating
with the complicity of some officials”. While the sand
mafias operate as smugglers, “key personalities - law-
makers or retired soldiers - hand out permits allowing
them to over-exploit deposits, without respect for quo-
tas”, he added.

A licensed sand dredger spoke of “a very organized

mafia that pays no taxes” selling sand that is “neither
washed nor desalinated”, and falls short of basic building
regulations. These mafia outfits have “protection at all
levels... they pay nothing at all because they do every-
thing in cash”, this operator added, on condition of
anonymity. “A lot of money is laundered through this
trade”. A simple smart phone helps visualize the extent of
the disaster. Via a Google Earth map, activist Adnane
showed a razed coastal forest, where dunes have given
way to a lunar landscape, some 200 km south of
Casablanca. 

Eyes fixed on the screen, he carefully scrutinized each
parcel of land. “Here, near Safi, they have taken the sand
over (a stretch of) seven kilometres. It was an area
exploited by a retired general, but there is nothing left to
take,” he alleged. Adnane pointed to another area -
exploited, he said, by a politician who had a permit for
“an area of two hectares”. But instead, he “took kilome-
tres” of sand. 

Environmental protection was earmarked as a priority
by Morocco, in a grandiose statement after the country
hosted the 2016 COP22 international climate conference.
Asked by AFP about measures to fight uncontrolled sand
extraction, secretary of state for energy Nezha El Ouafi
pointed to “a national coastal protection plan (that) is in
the process of being validated”. The plan promises “eval-
uation mechanisms, with protection programs and (a)
high status”, she said. Meanwhile, environmental activists
are pleading against the “head in the sand approach”
over the scale of coastal devastation. — AFP 
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for the unilateral US withdrawal from the accord last
year, which saw Washington impose tough economic
sanctions on Tehran.

Tensions between Tehran and Washington have
escalated ever since, with the United States bolstering
its military presence in the region and blacklisting Iran’s
Revolutionary Guards as a terrorist organization. The
US has also blamed Iran for last week’s attacks on two
tankers in the Gulf of Oman, a charge Tehran has
denied as “baseless”.

Iran has threatened to go even further in scaling
down nuclear commitments by July 8 unless remaining
partners to the deal - Britain, China, France, Germany
and Russia - help it circumvent US sanctions and espe-
cially enable it to sell its oil. “The current situation is
sensitive” and there is still time for the deal’s partners
to save this agreement, Rouhani told the French ambas-
sador to Tehran Philippe Thiebaud yesterday. 

Speaking in Paris, Macron said he regretted Tehran’s
latest announcements. “We strongly encourage Iran to
behave in a way that is patient and responsible,” he
said. Any kind of escalation “is damaging to the inter-
ests of the Iranians themselves and also to the interna-
tional community”, he added. “So we will do everything
with our partners to dissuade Iran from this (surpassing
the limit),” he said. German Foreign Minister Heiko
Maas rejected the Iranian ultimatum and insisted

Tehran stick to its commitments under the deal. A
spokesman for the British government echoed the call,
saying the E3 - the European signatories to the deal -
has “consistently made clear that there can be no
reduction in compliance”.

Under the agreement, Iran pledged to reduce its
nuclear capacities for several years and allow interna-
tional inspectors inside the country to monitor its activ-
ities in return for relief from international sanctions. The
deal set a limit on the number of uranium-enriching
centrifuges, and restricted its right to enrich uranium to
no higher than 3.67 percent, well below weapons-grade
levels of around 90 percent. It also called on Iran to
export enriched uranium and heavy water to ensure the
country’s reserves would stay within the production
ceiling set by the agreement, yet recent US restrictions
have made such exports virtually impossible.

According to Rouhani, the ultimatum he issued last
month was intended to “save the (deal), not destroy it”.
The three European parties to the accord created a
trade mechanism meant to bypass US sanctions, but
their attempt was dismissed by Iran’s supreme leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei as a “bitter joke”. 

The spokesman for Iran’s atomic energy organization
warned further steps could be taken if world powers do
not step up to help the country. “They range from going
to 3.68 percent to any other percent according to the
country’s needs,” said Kamalvandi. Authorities were still
debating whether to “redesign or revive” the Arak reac-
tor, he added. Uranium enriched to much higher levels
than Iran’s current stocks can be used as the fissile core
of a nuclear weapon, while heavy water is a source of
plutonium, which can be used as an alternative way to
produce a warhead. — AFP 
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PATNA, India: The Indian state of Bihar grappled yes-
terday with twin crises, with a brain virus potentially
linked to lychees killing almost 100 children and
extreme heat leaving 78 people dead. The heatwave -
India’s second-longest on record - prompted authori-
ties in part of the northern state, one of the country’s
poorest, to impose curfew-like restrictions. Daytime
temperatures across large parts of India have hovered
above 40 degrees Celsius for the past 32 days, just one
short of a record 33-day period in 1988.

Temperatures touched 50.3 degrees Celsius in the
town of Churu in the northern desert state of Rajasthan
recently, just below India’s record of 51 degrees. Bihar,
home to almost 100 million people, has seen tempera-
tures hovering around 45 degrees for several days.
Severe heat there has killed 78 people - most of them

aged above 50 - across three districts since Saturday
afternoon, local official Sandeep Kumar told AFP. More
than 130 others were undergoing emergency treatment
for heatstroke in various hospitals. 

Authorities in Gaya district which has borne the
brunt of the heatwave invoked an Indian law to pro-
hibit residents from going outdoors for non-essential
work. The district magistrate also banned construc-
tion work and any outdoor program between 11:00
am to 4:00 pm. Heatstroke is usually caused by pro-
longed exposure to sun or from physical exertion in
high temperatures.

It has left more than 36 people dead in southern
India in recent weeks. Large parts of India are also
reeling from drought, with annual monsoon rains late in
coming. Last week four passengers on a train travelling

from Agra - the city of the Taj Mahal - to Coimbatore in
the country’s south died from heatstroke.  

Bihar, home to some of India’s worst health indica-
tors, has also been struggling with an outbreak of
Acute Encephalitis Syndrome (AES), a viral infection,
since the start of this month. Eighty children have now
died in the state’s biggest government-run hospital -
the Sri Krishna Medical College and Hospital (SKMCH),
in the city of Muzaffarpur - and 17 others at a private
facility, health official Ashok Kumar Singh said. Most of
the victims had suffered a sudden loss of glucose in
their blood, Singh told AFP.

TV channels showed distraught parents sitting next
to their children, several of whom were cramped on
one bed. One parent heckled India’s Health Minister
Harsh Vardhan as he took his entourage around the

SKMCH for an inspection. A doctor told a local TV
channel that the SKMCH was ill-equipped to handle
the rush of patients, most of whom were wheeled in
semi-conscious. 

The outbreak of the disease has happened annually
during summer months in the same districts since 1995,
typically coinciding with the lychee season. Several
years ago US researchers had said the brain disease
could be linked to a toxic substance found in the fruit.
Known locally as Chamki Bukhar, the disease claimed a
record 150 lives in 2014. They also said more study was
needed to uncover the cause of the illness, which leads
to seizures, altered mental state and death in more than
a third of cases. Outbreaks of neurological illness have
also been observed in lychee-growing regions of
Bangladesh and Vietnam. — AFP 
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Indian Muslim international karate champion Syeda Falak (center left) shows self-defense techniques to students at the Telangana Minorities Residential Girls School in Hyderabad yesterday. — AFP 

LONDON: Facebook was set yesterday to unveil a bid
to bring cryptocurrency payments into the mainstream,
reportedly with the endorsement of governments and
financial giants. The world’s biggest social network was
expected to outline details of a virtual currency launching
next year that it hopes will avoid the rollercoaster volatil-
ity of “blockchain” technologies such as bitcoin.
Facebook is setting up a consortium called “Libra” which,
according to the Wall Street Journal, has been joined by
more than a dozen companies including Visa, Mastercard,
PayPal and Uber. The companies along with venture capi-
talists and telecommunications firms will reportedly invest
around $10 million each into the consortium.

Facebook has been trying to ward off hostile regula-
tory scrutiny after a series of privacy abuses and the
spread of fake news. The consortium will be managed
externally and seek to build trust among consumers by
pegging the virtual coin to a basket of currencies
including the dollar and euro, the Journal said.
Facebook has already sought blessings from the US
Treasury and the Bank of England, the BBC reported
last month.

Regulators have been reticent about cryptocurren-
cies, not only due to potential abuse by criminals but
the wild swings in their value harming consumers. With
more than two billion users across its platforms, which
include WhatsApp and Instagram, Facebook could have
the clout to bring cryptocurrency out of the fringes and
emulate the likes of WeChat in China, where the US site
is banned. WeChat allows its users to chat, shop and
play games without leaving its platform, generating
more revenue by offering a one-stop portal. — AFP 
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